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Abstract
Composite ab initio methods are multistep theoretical procedures specifically designed to obtain
highly accurate thermochemical and kinetic data with confident sub-kcal mol–1 or sub-kJ mol–1
accuracy. These procedures include all energetic terms that contribute to the molecular binding
energies at these levels of accuracy (e.g., CCSD(T), post-CCSD(T), core-valence, relativistic, spin-orbit,
Born–Oppenheimer, and zero-point vibrational energy corrections). Basis-set extrapolations (and
other basis-set acceleration techniques) are used for obtaining these terms at sufficiently high levels
of accuracy. Major advances in computer hardware and theoretical methodologies over the past two
decades have enabled the application of these procedures to medium-sized organic systems (e.g.,
ranging from benzene and hexane to amino acids and DNA bases). With these advances, there has
been a proliferation in the number of developed composite ab initio methods. We give an overview
of the accuracy and applicability of the various types of composite ab initio methods that were
developed in recent years. General recommendations to guide selection of the most suitable
method for a given problem are presented, with a special emphasis on organic molecules.
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ACCURATE THEORETICAL THERMOCHEMICAL AND KINETIC DATA
Information about the energetic properties of atoms and molecules is at the heart of many
chemical investigations. Accurate thermochemical and kinetic properties such as reaction energies
and barrier heights are of great value when we are interested in the feasibility and spontaneity of
chemical transformations. This is especially true in complex chemical environments involving
multiple competing reaction pathways.1,2 The emergence of powerful supercomputers, alongside
important theoretical developments over the past two decades, has made computational chemistry
one of the most powerful approaches for generating highly accurate thermochemical data for
organic molecules. Composite ab initio approaches are particularly useful in cases where
experimental data is lacking or the experimental errors are large. For example, when investigating
transient species such as free radicals, reactive intermediates, and transition structures. In addition,
highly accurate energetic data can be used to generate accurate spectroscopic properties (e.g., bond
lengths, harmonic frequencies, anharmonicities, and rotational constants) as well as electrical
properties (e.g., dipole moments, polarizabilities, and hyperpolarizabilities).3,4
A further motivation for obtaining highly accurate energetic data is for the parameterization
and testing of approximate electronic structure methods, in particular, density functional theory
(DFT) approximations.5,6 Traditionally, experimental thermochemical and kinetic data has been used
for this purpose, however, the available experimental data is not always sufficiently diverse and/or
sufficiently accurate. Composite ab initio methods offer an alternative since they can achieve
accuracies of at least one order of magnitude better than the best contemporary DFT functionals.
The use of benchmark experimental data is additionally complicated by the fact that it has to be
converted into nonrelativistic electronic energies for a direct comparison with the DFT data. This
involves removing energetic contributions (such as zero-point vibrational energies and relativistic
contributions) from the experimental data, which is not always a trivial task.
The influential computational chemist, Paul von Ragué Schleyer, defined computational
chemistry as the branch of chemistry that “attempts to model all aspects of real chemistry as closely
as possible by using calculations rather than experiment”.7 Indeed, one of the primary challenges of
computational chemistry is to develop quantum chemical methods that can narrow the gap between
theory and benchmark experimental data. Composite ab initio methods are multistep theoretical
procedures that are specifically designed to obtain highly accurate thermochemical and kinetic data.
These procedures are perhaps the most accurate ab initio methods that are still applicable to
medium-sized organic systems. With major advances in computer hardware and theoretical
methodologies over the past two decades, there has been a proliferation in the number of
developed composite ab initio methods. This review gives an overview of the various types of
composite methods and offers some strategies for choosing the most appropriate method for a
given problem. Within the scope of this review it is impossible to cover in detail all the methods that
have been developed in the past two decades. We will therefore focus on a restricted subset of
fixed-recipe methods (such as the Wn and HEAT protocols), rather than give a superficial coverage of
all the methods that were developed. Additional discussions can be found in a number of excellent
reviews.4,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16
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OVERVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION OF COMPOSITE AB INITIO METHODS
Composite thermochemical methods, also known as compound thermochemistry methods,
are theoretical procedures that aim at obtaining accurate thermochemical and kinetic data. These
procedures can be viewed as three-dimensional. The first two dimensions describe the
nonrelativistic electronic energy, and the third dimension comprises of any residual energetic
contributions (e.g., scalar relativistic, spin-orbit, zero-point vibrational energy, and Born–
Oppenheimer corrections). In principle, if we treat all three dimensions in an exact manner, we
would be able to obtain any thermochemical quantity exactly.
Let us start with a brief overview of the two dimensions describing the nonrelativistic
electronic energy. Coupled cluster (CC) theory is perhaps the most reliable, yet computationally
affordable, ab initio method for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. As a consequence,
truncated CC theory constitutes the basis for most contemporary composite ab initio methods.
Application of CC theory involves two approximations. The first is the use of a finite basis set to
express the orbitals in the Hartree–Fock wavefunction (a.k.a. the one-particle truncation error). The
second approximation is the truncation of the cluster operator to include only n-tuple excitations
(a.k.a. the n-particle truncation error).17 The levels of these truncations dictate the accuracy of the
calculation as illustrated schematically in a modified Pople diagram (Figure 1).18 The horizontal axis
describes the size of the one-particle basis set, whilst the vertical axis describes the level of electron
correlation included in the wavefunction. As one traverses along the vertical and horizontal axes the
accuracy of the electronic energy increases, however, the computational cost of the CC calculation
also increases factorially with the number of electrons and basis-set functions. Two key points on the
Pople diagram are:
Ø The exact electronic energy lies in the top right corner. This energy is obtained by
carrying out a full configuration interaction (FCI) calculation in conjunction with an
infinitely large basis set
Ø For systems dominated by a single reference determinant, the CCSD(T) method
provides a very good approximation to the FCI energy at a significantly reduced
computational cost
Composite ab initio methods can be primarily classified according to the points on the Pople diagram
they are trying to approximate:
Ø post-CCSD(T) composite methods attempt to approximate the FCI energy
Ø CCSD(T) composite methods approximate the CC energy with singles, doubles, and
quasiperturbative triple excitations
Figure 1 shows these points for a number of popular composite methods, along with examples of
molecules to which these methods have been applied using current mainstream computer
hardware.
Let us now turn to the third dimension of composite methods. Energetic properties obtained
on the nonrelativistic electronic potential energy surface are widely used for the validation and
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parameterization of computationally cost-effective methods (such as DFT and semiempirical
methods).6,19 However, in order to reproduce accurate experimental thermochemical properties
secondary energetic contributions have to be considered. The third dimension of composite ab initio
methods consists of energetic contribution required for converting the nonrelativistic electronic
energy to thermochemical quantities. These contributions may include: spin-orbit, scalar relativistic,
zero-point vibrational energy, Born–Oppenheimer, thermal, and entropic corrections. In certain
cases additional corrections may be needed, for example: (i) conformational corrections to the
enthalpy for floppy molecules;20,21 or (ii) tunneling contributions for certain reaction barrier
heights.22 In principle, any secondary component that can reasonably affect the molecular binding
energies at the target level of accuracy should be explicitly (or implicitly) included in the third
dimension of the composite method.

NONRELATIVISTIC ELECTRONIC ENERGY
Post-CCSD(T) composite methods
There are two main types of post-CCSD(T) composite methods:
Ø FCI/CBS composite methods attempt to approximate the CC energy with up to quintuple (or
higher) excitations at the infinite basis-set limit
Ø CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite methods attempt to approximate the CC energy with single,
double, triple, and quasiperturbative quadruple excitations at the infinite basis-set limit

FCI/CBS composite methods
FCI/CBS composite methods are capable of confident sub-kJ mol–1 predictions of total
atomization energies and are generally applicable to any molecule including highly multireference
systems (such as O3, XmOn (X = H, N, F, Cl),8,23,24,25 and Cn clusters).26 However, due to their steep
computational cost their use becomes prohibitive for molecules containing more than a handful of
non-hydrogen atoms.8,23,24,25,27,28 A number of FCI/CBS composite methods have been developed to
date, most notably, the highly accurate extrapolated ab initio thermochemistry (HEAT) methods of
Stanton and co-workers,29,30,31 and the Weizmann-4 (W4) family of methods of Martin and coworkers.28,32 The W4 methods include the W4lite,32 W4,32 W4.2,32 W4.3,32 and W4.428 variants. The
HEAT methods include the HEAT-345QP29,30 and HEAT-456QP31 methods. Both the HEAT and Wn
methods may be regarded as fixed-recipe composite methods since they prescribe a sequence of
well-defined steps for obtaining highly accurate thermochemical properties. In this context, the
pioneering work of Allen, East, and Császár on the focal-point analysis (FPA)
approach,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40 and the extensive work of Feller, Peterson, and Dixon on the FPD
approach4,11,24,25,27,41 must also be mentioned. These latter two provide more flexible strategies,
rather than a prescribed set of steps for obtaining accurate thermochemical data. An important
feature of these more flexible approaches is that they can be easily modified to include (or exclude)
contributions for achieving a given level of accuracy and for extending their applicability to species
across the periodic table. For example, by inclusion of second-order spin-orbit corrections for
treating heavy main-group, transition-metal, and f-block systems.4,41 In addition, various
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contributions can be calculated at very high levels of theory as needed. For example, in the FPD
approach the valence CCSD(T) correlation energy is extrapolated from basis sets as large as aug-ccpV8Z and aug-cc-pV9Z in some cases.4,25,27 However, since application of these methods may require
extensive hands-on experience in high-level ab initio electronic structure methods, we will focus on
the fixed-recipe composite methods, which are usually more straightforward to apply. Excellent
reviews of the FPA and FPD approaches can be found elsewhere.4,12,27,41
Generally speaking, the fixed-recipe FCI/CBS composite methods share a number of design
goals:
Ø To compute total atomization energies with confident sub-kJ mol–1 accuracy (i.e., 95%
confidence intervals < 1 kJ mol–1, and maximal errors below ∼1 kJ mol–1 even for
pathologically multireference systems such as ozone, halogen oxides, and carbon clusters)
Ø All components of the electronic energy up to quintuple excitations (or higher) are
calculated at (or close to) the complete basis-set limit
Ø All secondary components that can reasonably affect the molecular binding energies at the
sub-kJ mol–1 range are considered explicitly
Ø Completely devoid of empirical parameters derived from experiment
Table 1 gives an overview of the characteristics of the HEAT and W4 composite methods. Before
proceeding to a detailed discussion of the W4 method we note that it yields significant
improvements over the earlier W3 theory for a relatively small increase in the computational
cost.32,42 In W4 theory the SCF and valence CCSD energies are extrapolated with basis sets of up to
aug’-cc-pV(6+d)Z (the notation aug’ indicates the combination of a non-augmented basis set on
hydrogen and an augmented basis set on all other elements).43,44,45 We note that the CCSD singletand triplet-coupled pair energies are extrapolated separately to the infinite basis-set limit,32 since
they exhibit different basis set convergence rates.46 The quasiperturbative triple excitations, (T), are
extrapolated with basis sets of up to aug’-cc-pV(5+d)Z. The higher-order connected triples, T3−(T),
correlation contribution is extrapolated from the cc-pVnZ basis sets (n = D, T). The parenthetical
connected quadruple, (Q), and higher-order connected quadruple, T4−(Q), correlation contributions
are calculated with the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ basis sets, respectively. The connected quintuple, T5,
correlation contribution is calculated with the sp part of the cc-pVDZ basis set (denoted by DZ).
It has been found that contributions from successively higher cluster expansion terms (i.e.,
CCSD ➔ (T) ➔ T3–(T) ➔ (Q) ➔ T4–(Q) ➔ T5) converge increasingly faster to the complete basis-set limit,
since they increasingly reflect non-dynamical rather than dynamical correlation.28,32 Indeed, the fact
that W4 theory (and related FCI/CBS composite methods) can be carried out at a realistic
computational cost for systems like CF4 and acetic acid hinges on this behaviour.8 In practice, all the
components of the valence CCSDTQ5 correlation energy in W4 theory are calculated very close to (or
at) the infinite basis-set limit.28,32
An important feature of W4 theory is that the correlation components of the CCSDTQ5
energy are obtained within the frozen-core approximation. That is, the inner-shell orbitals (1s for
first-row atoms, and 1s, 2s, and 2p for second-row atoms) are constrained to be doubly occupied in
all configurations. In practice, this partitioning between the inner-shell and valence-shell electrons
makes W4 theory applicable to molecules containing second-row elements at a realistic
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computational cost. To account for inner-shell correlation, W4 theory includes a core-valence (CV)
correction term. The CV correction is extrapolated from the aug’-cc-pwCVnZ basis sets at the
CCSD(T) level (n = T, Q).47
What about the higher W4.x methods? In W4.2 and W4.3 the CV correction is obtained at
the CCSDT level,32 and in W4.4 it is obtained at the CCSDT(Q) level.28 Post-CCSD(T) contributions to
the CV component are practically nil for systems dominated by dynamical correlation, but can be
non-negligible at the kJ mol–1 level for systems with moderate-to-severe nondynamical correlation
effects. For example, in W4.2 theory they increase the atomization energies by 0.01 (CH4), 0.03
(C2H4), 0.08 (HO3), 0.13 (O3), and 0.19 (C2, 1Σ"# ) kcal mol–1. W4.3 and W4.4 theories also use larger
basis sets than W4 theory to calculate the valence post-CCSD(T) contributions, and in addition they
include contributions of connected sextuple excitations from CCSDTQ5(6)/DZ or CCSDTQ56/DZ
calculations.28,32
Moving to the HEAT theories, we note that the notation HEAT-xyzA indicates that the SCF
energy is extrapolated from the aug-cc-pCVnZ basis sets (n = x, y, z), the all-electron CCSD(T)
correlation energy is extrapolated from the aug-cc-pCVnZ basis sets (n = y, z), and the valence T3−(T)
correlation contribution is extrapolated from the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ basis sets. The letter(s) after
the xyz numbers indicate which valence post-CCSDT contributions are included in the method. For
example, ‘QP’ denotes a CCSDTQ5–CCSDT correction, and ‘(Q)’ denotes a CCSDT(Q)–CCSDT
correction. These higher-level correlation contributions are calculated with the cc-pVDZ basis set.
Overall, the HEAT and W4 approaches are attempting to approximate similar points on the modified
Pople diagram (Figure 1). In particular, HEAT-456QP and W4 approximate the CCSDTQ5/CBS energy;
HEAT-456(Q) and W4lite approximate the CCSDT(Q)/CBS energy; and HEAT-345(Q) and W3.2
approximate the CCSDT(Q) energy further away from the CBS limit (i.e., using smaller basis sets than
those used in HEAT-456(Q) and W4lite in the CCSD(T) extrapolations). Nevertheless, there are two
main differences between the HEAT and W4 approaches. (i) The HEAT methods employ the
unrestricted Hartree–Fock (HF) formalism, whereas the W4 methods employ the restricted openshell formalism for open-shell systems. (ii) In the HEAT methods all electrons are correlated in the
CCSD and (T) calculations, and the post-CCSD(T) contributions are obtained within the frozen-core
approximation. As mentioned above, the W4 methods partition between the inner-shell and
valence-shell electrons in the correlation calculations, and include a CV correction term, which is
obtained at the CCSD(T) (W4), CCSDT (W4.2 and W4.3), and CCSDT(Q) (W4.4) level.

Validation of FCI/CBS composite methods against experiment
The confident sub-kJ mol–1 accuracies that are achieved by FCI/CBS composite methods
make their validation against experimental data a nontrivial task. The validation of such methods
requires a set of highly accurate experimental data with well-defined error bars that are sufficiently
smaller than the intrinsic error of the method being evaluated. The Active Thermochemical Tables
(ATcT) thermochemical network developed by Ruscic and co-workers48,49 provides reliable and
internally consistent thermochemical values with the accuracy needed to evaluate the performance
of FCI/CBS methods. Table 2 lists the error statistics for some of the W4 and HEAT variants. As
customary in experimental thermochemistry, we will primarily look at 95% confidence intervals (CIs),
rather than root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) or mean-absolute deviations (MADs) when
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validating the performance of these highly accurate theoretical procedures.50 The 95% CIs reflect the
expected uncertainty associated with any thermochemical quantity calculated with these methods.
As noted in ref. 50, the 95% CI is approximately equal to twice the RMSD and to 2.5–3.5 times the
MAD (depending on the error distribution).
The performance of W4 theory was evaluated in ref. 8 against 35 atomization energies from
ATcT (associated with error bars ≤ 0.05 kcal mol–1) including both first- and second-row species.
Specifically, this set includes the following molecules: CH, CH2, CH3, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, H2CO,
H2C=C=O, CH3OH, NH, NH2, NH3, OH, H2O, HO2, H2O2, HCN, HNO, trans-HONO, CO, CO2, NO, NO2,
N2O, O2, O3, SO, SO2, H2, HF, HCl, N2, F2, and Cl2. Against these highly accurate experimental values,
W4 theory attains an RMSD of 0.085 kcal mol–1, implying a 95% (2σ) confidence interval of 0.170 kcal
mol–1, and a 99% (3σ) confidence interval of 0.255 kcal mol–1. The largest deviations (theory–
experiment) are obtained for ozone (–0.23) and nitrous acid (+0.20 kcal mol–1). For 29 of these
systems, TAEs were obtained with the higher W4.x theories (x = 2–4). The RMSD for the W4.x
theories is reduced to 0.060 kcal mol–1, implying a 95% CI of merely 0.120 kcal mol–1. In addition, the
largest deviations are significantly reduced; only four deviations exceed 0.1 kcal mol–1, namely:
ozone (–0.14), hydrogen peroxide (–0.12), dichlorine (–0.11), and ethane (+0.11 kcal mol–1).
What about the HEAT methods? The performance of the HEAT methods was evaluated in
reference 31 against a set of 18 first-row ATcT TAEs (associated with error bars ≤ 0.06 kcal mol–1).
Specifically, this set includes the following molecules: CH, CH2, CH3, C2H, C2H2, OH, H2O, HO2, H2O2,
HCO, CO, CO2, NO, O2, H2, HF, N2, and F2. We note that this test set does not include pathologically
multireference systems such as ozone. Against these ATcT reference values, HEAT-456QP theory
attains an RMSD of 0.100 kcal mol–1, implying a 95% CI of 0.200 kcal mol–1, and a 99% CI of 0.300 kcal
mol–1. Interestingly, the HEAT-345QP method results in better performance (RMSD = 0.068 and 95%
CI = 0.135 kcal mol–1) indicating that it benefits from some fortuitous cancellation of errors (see also
discussions in references 4 and 31).

Magnitude of post-CCSDT(Q) contributions to molecular binding energies
In the previous section we have seen that FCI/CBS composite methods can achieve 95% CIs
in the sub-kJ mol–1 accuracy range. This means that atomization energies or heats of formation
calculated with these methods are associated with error bars narrower than 1 kJ mol–1. However, in
practice, these theories are limited to systems with up to five non-hydrogen atoms with some
symmetry (e.g., W4 theory has been applied to C5, CF4, F2O2, Cl2O2, CH3COOH, SO3, and S4).8,26 Fully
iterative CCSDTQ and CCSDTQ5 calculations place strenuous demands on computational resources
since they exhibit asymptotic CPU time scaling proportional to no4nv6Niter and no5nv7Niter, respectively
(where no is the number of occupied orbitals, nv is the number of virtual orbitals, and Niter is the
number of iterations required to achieve convergence). For comparison, the computational cost of
the CCSDT(Q) method scales as no3nv5Niter for the CCSDT part, followed by a one-time no4nv5 step for
the (Q) part. This translates to significant savings in computational resources compared to the
CCSDTQ and CCSDTQ5 calculations (in terms of CPU time, memory, and disk usage).
So can CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite methods provide a good approximation for the FCI/CBS
composite methods? In order to answer this question we have to look at the magnitude of the
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higher-order connected quadruple, T4−(Q), and connected quintuples, T5, contributions. It has been
shown that T4−(Q) contributions tend to universally decrease the atomization energies, whereas T5
contributions tend to increase them.28,30,32 Therefore, there is usually a significant degree of
cancellation between these two contributions. Overall, post-CCSDT(Q) contributions tend to
decrease the atomization energies. For systems that exhibit mild-to-moderate nondynamical
correlation effects these contributions typically reach up to ~1 kJ mol–1. For example, for typical
organic molecules the post-CCSDT(Q) contributions decrease the atomization energies by: 0.03
(methanol and methanimine), 0.05 (acetaldehyde), 0.09 (ketene), 0.12 (formic acid and glyoxal),
0.17 (carbon dioxide), and 0.27 (cyano radical) kcal mol–1 (for more examples see Table S1 of the
Supporting Information, which summarizes the post-CCSDT(Q) contributions for a set of 124
species). However, for highly multireference systems the post-CCSDT(Q) contributions can decrease
the atomization energies by up to ~1 kcal mol–1, for example, by: 0.40 (dioxygen difluoride), 0.44
(tetrasulfur), 0.51 (ozone), and 0.79 (dicarbon, 1Σ"# ) kcal mol–1. Therefore, CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite
methods should be applied with caution when modelling such systems.

CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite methods
A number of CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite methods have been developed in recent years. In
these methods the post-CCSDT(Q) contributions are completely neglected. Examples of such
methods include the Wn methods (W3.232 and W4lite)32 and the HEAT methods (HEAT-345(Q)30 and
HEAT-456(Q)).31 These methods generally yield 95% CIs close to the 1 kJ mol–1 mark. However, in
contrast to the FCI/CBS composite methods, maximal errors can certainly exceed 1 kJ mol–1. This is
particularly true for highly multireference systems, systems with highly polar bonds, and for secondrow compounds.28
In the abovementioned Wn and HEAT methods the parenthetical quadruples are calculated
with the cc-pVDZ basis set. The difference between these methods lies in the levels of theory used
for obtaining the CCSD(T) and T3–(T) components. In the more rigorous CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite
methods (i.e., W4lite and HEAT-456(Q)) the SCF and CCSD correlation energies are extrapolated
from basis sets of up to sextuple-ζ quality, and the (T) correlation energy is extrapolated from basis
sets of up to quintuple-ζ quality. In W4lite the valence T3–(T) correlation energy is extrapolated from
the cc-pVnZ basis sets (n = D, T), whereas in HEAT-456(Q) theory it is extrapolated from larger basis
sets (n = T, Q). The computationally more economical variants of these methods (i.e., W3.2 and
HEAT-345(Q)) use smaller basis sets for the SCF, CCSD, and (T) extrapolations.
Against the set of 18 first-row ATcT TAEs considered in reference 31, the HEAT-456(Q)
method shows practically the same performance as the HEAT-456QP method (both methods attain a
95% CI of 0.20 kcal mol–1, Table 2). Whereas the HEAT-345(Q) method shows a slight deterioration in
performance relative to the HEAT-456(Q) method (95% CI = 0.17 kcal mol–1). Moving to the Wn
methods, W4lite shows similar performance to the HEAT-456(Q) and HEAT-345(Q) methods, with a
95% CI of 0.18 kcal mol–1 (Table 2). However, the W3.2 method shows significantly worse
performance with a 95% CI of 0.30 kcal mol–1, and a largest deviation (underestimation) of 0.38 kcal
mol–1 for O2. The Wn methods were also assessed against a larger set of 35 ATcT TAEs,8 the 95% CIs
for W4lite and W3.2 for this set are 0.25 and 0.38 kcal mol–1, respectively. The larger 95% CIs
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obtained for W4lite and W3.2 theories may be attributed to the presence of highly multireference
systems (e.g., ozone and nitrous acid) and second-row compounds in the extended ATcT test set.
The abovementioned CCSDT(Q)/CBS theories are still computationally demanding, for
example, the largest systems W4lite has been applied to are SF6, SF6–,51 and C6H14;52 whilst HEAT345(Q) has been applied to benzene.53 The principal bottleneck in applying these methods to larger
systems is the evaluation of the T3–(T) term with the cc-pVQZ (HEAT-345(Q)) or even the cc-pVTZ
basis set (W3.2 and W4lite). A number of cost-effective alternatives for these methods have been
developed in recent years. These include methods such as W3.2lite,54 W3-F12,55 W3X,56 and W3X-L.57
These procedures employ one (or more) of the following basis-set acceleration techniques in order
to reduce the computational cost:
Ø Truncating the basis sets used in the post-CCSD(T) calculations and scaling the postCCSD(T) terms by empirically motivated scaling factors
Ø Using explicitly correlated methods in the CCSD(T) calculations
Ø Using MP2-based basis-set additivity schemes
The W3.2lite method obtains the T3–(T) term from the cc-pVDZ and a truncated version of the ccpVTZ basis set (e.g., without the f functions on non-hydrogen atoms and without the d functions on
hydrogens).54 Since the highest angular momentum (L) present in these basis sets is now the same,
an extrapolation in terms of L is no longer possible. Alternatively, W3.2lite uses an expression of the
T–(T)
T–(T)
T–(T)
T–(T)
form: 𝐸%
≈ 𝐸cc-pVDZ
+ 𝑎)𝐸cc-pVDZ
− 𝐸cc-pVTZ(no
f) +, which involves a single adjustable parameter (𝑎).

This scaling factor was determined from least squares fitting to basis-set-limit T3–(T) energies. In
addition, the (Q)/cc-pVDZ term in W3.2lite is scaled by an empirical parameter determined from
least squares fitting to basis-set-limit T4 + T5 energies. These approximations significantly reduce the
computational cost relative to W3.2 theory with little loss in accuracy.54 W3.2lite was applied to
organic molecules such as benzene, fulvene, phenyl radical, pyridine, furan, benzyne isomers,
[1.1.1]propellane, and bicyclo[1.1.1]-pentane. W3-F12 is another variant of W3.2 theory, which
instead of reducing the cost of the post-CCSD(T) steps, reduces the computational cost of the
CCSD(T) steps by employing explicitly correlated F12 techniques.55,58 The performance of W3-F12
theory was assessed against the set of 35 highly accurate atomization energies from ATcT (set I,
Table 2). W3-F12 theory attains an RMSD of 0.18 kcal mol–1, implying a 95% (2σ) confidence interval
of 0.36 kcal mol–1. The largest deviation of +0.368 kcal mol–1 (theory–experiment) is obtained for
nitrous acid.
The cost-effective W3X procedure of Chan and Radom combines both the basis-set
acceleration techniques used in W3-F12 and W3.2lite theories.56 That is, it combines explicitly
correlated techniques in the CCSD(T) steps (with basis sets smaller than those used in W3-F12) with
computationally-economical approximations to the post-CCSD(T) contributions (in a similar manner
to W3.2lite). In addition, W3X provides additional computational savings by calculating the corevalence correction at the MP2/cc-pCVTZ level of theory, rather than at the CCSD(T) level like in
W3.2, W3.2lite, and W3-F12. Against the 140 accurate TAEs in the W4-11 database (vide infra), W3X
attains a MAD of 0.45 kcal mol–1, which implies a 95% CI of about 1.4 kcal mol–1 (taken as three times
the MAD).50 In an attempt to improve on these results the W3X-L procedure extrapolates the CCSDF12 energy from the aug’-cc-pVnZ basis sets (n = T, Q).57 Note that in order to keep the
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computational cost at a minimum the aug’-cc-pVnZ basis sets are used, rather than the larger ccpVnZ-F12 basis sets (which were specifically optimized for explicitly correlated calculations).59 In
addition, W3X-L adds a cost-effective ∆(T) correction term to the MP2-based core-valence correction
in W3X. Overall, W3X-L represents a significant improvement over W3X, namely the MAD over the
W4-11 database is cut by ~50%, implying a 95% confidence interval of about 0.6 kcal mol–1. We note
that the W3X and W3X-L procedures have been applied to organic systems such as toluene and
benzene.57
Finally, we note that Klopper and co-workers recently added post-CCSD(T) contributions to
their CCSD(T)+F12+INT composite method, which approximates the CCSD(T)/CBS limit.60,61,62 In this
scheme the T3–(T) and (Q) valence correlation energies are calculated in conjunction with the ccpVTZ and cc-pVDZ basis sets, respectively. This method was evaluated against a set of 72 ATcT TAEs
(associated with error bars ≤ 0.65 kcal mol–1).62 Against this large set of ATcT reference values, the
CCSD(T)+F12+INT (+post-CCSD(T) contributions) composite scheme attains an RMSD of 0.51 kcal
mol–1, implying a 95% confidence interval of about 1 kcal mol–1.

Magnitude of post-CCSD(T) contributions to molecular binding energies
Before proceeding to a discussion of composite ab initio methods that attempt to
approximate the CCSD(T) energy, it is useful to look at the magnitude of post-CCSD(T) contributions
to the molecular binding energies. It is well known that the CCSD(T) method benefits from a
systematic error cancellation between T3–(T) and post-CCSDT excitations (T4 +
T5).15,28,29,30,31,32,42,63,64,65 These contributions are of similar orders of magnitude, but the T3–(T)
contributions tend to universally decrease the molecular binding energies, whereas the T4 + T5
contributions universally increase them. Overall, the sum of the post-CCSD(T) contributions can be
either negative or positive, depending on the relative magnitudes of the T3–(T) and T4 + T5
contributions. This error compensation works remarkably well for systems dominated by a single
reference configuration. Table S2 (Supporting Information) gathers the post-CCSD(T) contributions
for a large set of 173 molecules with up to nine non-hydrogen atoms. For just over half of these
species the sum of the post-CCSD(T) contributions amounts to less than 1 kJ mol–1. These include a
range of organic systems involving various functional groups, e.g., ketene, allene, oxirane, oxirene,
acetic acid, and the methylamine radical (for additional examples see Table S2). We note however
that post-CCSD(T) contributions can exceed the half kcal mol–1 mark for medium-sized systems even
though they are dominated by a single reference configuration.11,52 For example, it has been recently
shown52 that for the homologous series of n-alkanes the post-CCSD(T) contributions from W4lite
theory are: –0.13 (C2H6), –0.28 (C3H8), –0.40 (C4H10), –0.54 (C5H12), and –0.65 (C6H14) kcal mol–1 (see
also discussion in ref. 11 regarding the post-CCSD(T) contributions to the TAEs of alkanes). For 90%
of the systems in Table S2 the sum of the post-CCSD(T) contributions amounts to less than 1 kcal
mol–1. For example, the post-CCSD(T) contributions for a number of organic systems are: –0.40
(benzene and pyridine), –0.28 (pentane), 0.37 (ethynyl radical and m-benzyne), 0.58 (cyanogen), and
0.88 (cyano radical) kcal mol–1. For pathologically multireference systems the post-CCSD(T)
contribution can reach well over 1 kcal mol–1; for example, 1.31 (singlet tetracarbon), 1.69
(heptacarbon), 2.32 (singlet p-benzyne), 2.88 (ozone), 3.35 (nonacarbon), and 4.44 (singlet
octacarbon) kcal mol–1.
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CCSD(T)/CBS composite methods
A large variety of composite ab initio methods that approximate the CCSD(T) energy have
been developed over the past two decades. Generally speaking, they can be divided into two classes:
Ø CCSD(T)/CBS composite methods that attempt to approximate the CCSD(T) energy at the
infinite basis-set limit
Ø CCSD(T)/TZ composite methods that attempt to approximate the CCSD(T) energy in
conjunction with a triple-ζ-quality basis set
Here we will only consider the more rigorous CCSD(T)/CBS composite methods. Methods that belong
to the CCSD(T)/TZ class include the popular Gaussian-n9,66,67,68 and CBS69,70 family of methods. These
methods are computationally very economical and can be routinely applied to very large systems.
For example, the G4(MP2) method67 has been recently applied for the calculation of the heat of
formation of C60.71
The most rigorous composite CCSD(T)/CBS methods use only CC calculations. In these
methods the components of the CCSD(T) energy (i.e., HF, CCSD, and (T)) are extrapolated separately
to the infinite basis-set limit from large Gaussian basis sets. Examples of such methods include the
Wn and Wn-F12 theories (n = 1, 2).55,72 For example, in W2.2 theory32 (which is a slightly modified
version of the original W2 theory)72 the HF and valence CCSD energies are extrapolated from the
aug’-cc-pV(n︎+d)Z basis sets (n = Q, 5). Similarly to the higher Wn methods,32 the CCSD singlet- and
triplet-coupled pair energies are extrapolated separately to the infinite basis set limit. The valence
(T) energy is extrapolated from the aug’-cc-pV(n︎+d)Z basis sets (n = T, Q). The CV correction is
extrapolated from the aug’-cc-pwCVnZ basis sets at the CCSD(T) level (n = T, Q). The performance of
W2.2 theory was assessed against the set of 35 highly accurate atomization energies from ATcT (set
I, Table 2). W2.2 theory attains an RMSD of 0.74 kcal mol–1, implying a 95% (2σ) confidence interval
of 1.49 kcal mol–1. The largest deviations (theory–experiment) are of course obtained for highly
multireference systems, most notably for ozone (–3.45) and nitrogen dioxide (–1.46 kcal mol–1).
Exclusion of these two outliers from the training set reduces the 95% CI to 0.80 kcal mol–1.
Since the 95% CI for W2.2 theory (1.49 kcal mol–1) is nearly 1 order of magnitude larger than
that for W4 theory (0.17 kcal mol–1, Table 2), it is sensible to evaluate the performance of theories
such as W2.2 against reference data obtained at the W4 level. To this end, reference 8 generated a
large and diverse dataset of 140 TAEs of small first- and second-row molecules obtained by means of
the W4 or W4.x theories (known as the W4-11 database). The species in the W4-11 database cover a
broad spectrum of bonding situations and multireference character, and as such it is an ideal
benchmark set for the validation of CCSD(T) composite methods. The error statistics for W2.2 theory
against the 140 TAEs in the W4-11 database are practically identical to those obtained against the 35
ATcT TAEs above; namely, RMSD = 0.74 and 95% CI = 1.48 kcal mol–1. It should be stressed, however,
that since the CCSD(T) method should not be used for systems with significant nondynamical
correlation effects, such systems should be removed from the evaluation set. Omitting the 14
systems with severe multireference effects from the W4-11 database reduces the W2.2 error
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statistics to RMSD = 0.42 and 95% CI = 0.85 kcal mol–1.73 This set of highly accurate 126 TAEs will be
used below for the evaluation of the other CCSD(T) composite methods (and will be referred to as
the W4-11nonMR database). Finally, we note that W2-F12 is an explicitly correlated version of W2.2,
which attempts to reduce the computational cost of W2.2 without sacrificing the accuracy.55 W2-F12
theory attains essentially the same error statistics as W2.2 against the W4-11nonMR dataset
(namely, RMSD = 0.42 and 95% CI = 0.84 kcal mol–1).55 W2-F12 was successfully applied to mediumsized hydrocarbons (e.g., cubane),74 as well as to systems of biological relevance (e.g., adenine55 and
methionine).21
W1 theory72 and its explicitly correlated version (W1-F12)55 calculate the CCSD(T) energy
with smaller basis sets compared to W2.2 and W2-F12, as illustrated in Figure 1. For example, in W1
theory the HF and valence CCSD energies are extrapolated from the aug’-cc-pV(n︎+d)Z basis sets (n =
T, Q), and the valence (T) energy is extrapolated from the aug’-cc-pV(n︎+d)Z basis sets (n = D, T). The
CV correction is calculated with a large triple-ζ basis set. The W1-type methods exhibit a noticeable
deterioration in performance relative to the W2-type methods. For example, for the W4-11nonMR
dataset they obtain 95% CIs of 1.26 (W1) and 1.48 (W1-F12) kcal mol–1. However, it should be
pointed out that W1-F12 performs poorly for a number of systems containing second-row elements;
ostensibly due to the somewhat anemic character of the VDZ-F12 basis set. Upon removal of the
second-row systems from the training set the 95% CI for W1-F12 is reduced to 0.90 kcal mol–1.55 W1
and W1-F12 have been applied to large hydrocarbons (e.g., sumanene,71 corannulene,75 and
dodecahedrane)74 as well as to systems of biological relevance (e.g., guanine55 and arginine),21 and
other organic species (e.g., substituted benzenes,76 phenols,77 and anisoles).78,79
In an attempt to further reduce the computational cost of CCSD(T)/CBS composite methods,
a number of methods that combine moderate level CCSD(T) calculations in conjunction with MPn
calculations have been developed. Examples of such methods include the correlation consistent
Composite Approach (ccCA) methodology of Wilson and co-workers10,80,81,82,83 the W1X-n theories of
Chan and Radom (n = 1, 2),84 and the CCSD(T)+F12+INT scheme of Klopper and co-workers.61,85,86
Reference 10 provides an excellent review of the various ccCA variants. Here we will mention that
the ccCA-PS3 variant extrapolates the HF energy from the aug-cc-pV(n+d)Z basis sets (n = T, Q). The
valence CCSD(T) energy is calculated in conjunction with the cc-pV(T+d)Z basis set and an MP2-based
basis-set-correction term (∆MP2) is added in order to approximate the CCSD(T)/CBS energy. The
∆MP2 basis-set-correction term is calculated as: ∆MP2 = MP2/CBS – MP2/cc-pV(T+d)Z, where
MP2/CBS is extrapolated from basis sets of up to aug-cc-pV(Q+d)Z. The CV correction term is
calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pCVTZ level of theory. Against the W4-11nonMR database the ccCAPS3 attain an RMSD of 1.03 kcal mol–1, implying a 95% CI of about 2 kcal mol–1.8 The W1X-n methods
(n = 1, 2) are modified versions of the W1-F12 protocol.55 The main difference between W1-F12 and
W1X-1, is that in W1X-1 the CV correction is calculated at the MP2 level rather than at the CCSD(T)
level. W1X-2 additionally reduces the computational cost by extrapolating the valence CCSD-F12 and
(T) components from the orbital aug’-cc-pV(n+d)Z basis sets (n = D, T), rather than the larger ccpVnZ-F12 basis sets (similar to the approach adopted in W3X-L, vide supra). The performance of
these methods was evaluated against the TAEs in the W4-11nonMR database; W1X-1 and W1X-2
attain MADs of 0.50 and 0.53 kcal mol–1, respectively,57 implying 95% CIs of about 1.5 and 1.6 kcal
mol–1, respectively (taken as three times the MADs).50 The W1X-2 method has been recently applied
to the dihydronaphthyl radical.87 Finally, we note that the CCSD(T)+F12+INT composite approach85,86
approximates the CCSD(T)/CBS by adding an interference-corrected ∆MP2-F12 basis set correction
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term to the CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ-F12 base energy. The performance of this method has been evaluated
for atomization energies with the addition of post-CCSD(T) contributions (vide supra).61

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT COMPOSITE METHOD?
In order to choose an appropriate composite ab initio method for a given molecule (i.e.,
CCSD(T)/CBS, CCSDT(Q)/CBS, or FCI/CBS), we first need to estimate the magnitude of post-CCSD(T)
contributions. A number of diagnostics, which are based on the CCSD T1 amplitudes, have been
proposed for gauging the degree of multireference character in a system, e.g., the 𝒯1 and 𝒟1
diagnostics88,89 (see also discussion in ref. 32 for additional diagnostics). However, it has been found
that these diagnostics are not necessarily good predictors for the magnitude of post-CCSD(T)
contributions to the TAEs.3,8,23,32,90,91,92 On the other hand, it has been found that an energy-based
diagnostic of the form: %TAE[(T)] = 100 × (TAE[CCSD(T)] – TAE[CCSD])/TAE[CCSD(T)] provides a
reliable a priori diagnostic for the importance of post-CCSD(T) contributions to the TAEs (where
TAE[CCSD] and TAE[CCSD(T)] are the TAEs calculated at the CCSD and CCSD(T) levels,
respectively).8,32 In particular, there is a high statistical correlation between the percentage of the
TAE accounted for by parenthetical connected triple excitations (%TAE[(T)]) and the percentage of
the TAE accounted for by connected quadruple and quintuple excitations (%TAE[T4+T5]). For the 140
molecules in the W4-11 database, a squared-correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.94 is obtained.8,32 In
practice, the %TAE[(T)] diagnostic can be converted into a useful a priori indicator of the magnitude
of the post-CCSD(T) or T4 + T5 contributions to the TAE. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for the 140
molecules in the W4-11 database.
Let us begin with the T4 + T5 contributions to the TAE (upper pane of Figure 2). For the 65
molecules in the W4-11 set for which %TAE[(T)] ≤ 2.5%, the magnitude of the T4 + T5 contribution to
the TAE ≤ 1.0 kcal mol–1 (with the exception of acetic acid for which this contribution amounts to
1.08 kcal mol–1). For the 100 molecules in the W4-11 set for which %TAE[(T)] ≤ 5%, the magnitude of
the T4 + T5 contribution to the TAE ≤ 1.8 kcal mol–1, again with one exception (NCCN) for which this
contribution amounts to 2.49 kcal mol–1. For molecules with 5% ≤ %TAE[(T)] ≤ 10% the T4 + T5
contribution can reach up to 2.7 kcal mol–1 (P4), whereas for molecules with %TAE[(T)] ≥ 10% the T4 +
T5 contribution can exceed 3.0 (FO2 and ClOO) and even 4.0 kcal mol–1 (O3).
These results illustrate that the %TAE[(T)] diagnostic can serve as an upper bound for the T4
+ T5 contribution to the TAE. However, for the purpose of choosing between a CCSD(T)/CBS and a
post-CCSD(T)/CBS composite method, it is useful to predict the magnitude of the post-CCSD(T)
contribution to the TAE (Figure 2, lower pane). For the 100 molecules in the W4-11 set for which
%TAE[(T)] ≤ 5%, the magnitude of the post-CCSD(T) contribution ≤ 0.5 kcal mol–1, with the exception
of two minor outliers (SiF4 and NCCN for which it is 0.58 and 0.68 kcal mol–1, respectively). For the 25
molecules in the W4-11 set with 5% ≤ %TAE[(T)] ≤ 10% the magnitude of the post-CCSD(T)
contributions is generally smaller than 1.0 kcal mol–1; with one minor exception (NO2 for which it is
1.07 kcal mol–1), and two major exceptions (cis- and trans-HO3 for which it is 1.85 and 2.31 kcal mol–
1
, respectively). Finally, for molecules with %TAE[(T)] ≥ 10% the magnitude of the post-CCSD(T)
contribution can approach (or even exceed) the 3.0 kcal mol–1 mark. These empirical observations
suggest the following general guidelines:
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Ø %TAE[(T)] ≤ 5% indicates that post-CCSD(T) contributions should not exceed 0.5 kcal mol–1
Ø %TAE[(T)] ≤ 10% indicates that post-CCSD(T) contributions should generally not exceed 1.0
kcal mol–1
Ø %TAE[(T)] ≥ 10% indicates that post-CCSD(T) can certainly exceed 1.0 kcal mol–1 by
significant amounts
Three practical considerations are noted when applying the %TAE[(T)] diagnostic for
estimating the magnitude of post-CCSD(T) contributions. (i) The %TAE[(T)] diagnostic exhibits a
relatively weak basis set dependence; values obtained with a triple-ζ basis set are sufficiently
converged for practical purposes, and even values obtained with a double-ζ basis set are generally
within 1% of the basis set limit values.8 (ii) This diagnostic provides useful upper bounds (but not
necessarily lower bounds) for the magnitude of post-CCSD(T) contributions. (iii) For systems that are
strongly unbound at the SCF level the %TAE[(T)] diagnostic can be artificially high. This situation is
encountered for two systems in the W4-11 database, namely, F2 and Be2 (see also discussion in ref.
8).

SECONDARY ENERGETIC CONTRIBUTIONS
The nonrelativistic electronic energy typically accounts for about 95% of the TAE. The
secondary energetic contributions usually account for ~5% of the TAE, of which the ZPVE accounts
for the lion’s share. So far we discussed the levels of theory that are required for obtaining accurate
nonrelativistic electronic energies. In order to obtain thermochemical and kinetic properties with
high accuracy, each of the secondary contributions has to be converged to the same target accuracy
as the electronic energy. This section gives a brief overview of some of the secondary energetic
components in common composite ab initio methods, additional discussions can be found
elsewhere.4,11,12,16,41

Relativistic and DBOC corrections
Scalar relativistic corrections refer to two different effects, the so-called Darwin and massvelocity (DMV) corrections. The mass-velocity correction is due to the relativistic dependence of the
electronic mass on the velocity. The Darwin correction corresponds to what may be described as
high-frequency oscillations of the electron around its mean position. Perhaps the simplest method
to account for scalar relativistic contributions in an all-electron framework is the first-order
perturbation theory of the one-electron DMV operators.93,94 In the HEAT theories this term is
calculated at the CCSDT/aug-cc-pCVTZ level of theory29 and a two-electron Darwin term is also
added.30 This approach works quite well for molecules containing first-row elements. The
contemporary variants of the Wn methods32 use the second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH)
relativistic treatment.95,96 The DKH approximation has been shown to yield results that are in close
agreement with the full relativistic treatment.97,98 In the Wn methods the scalar relativistic
contribution is obtained from the difference between nonrelativistic CCSD(T)/aug’-cc-pV(Q+d)Z and
relativistic CCSD(T)/aug’-cc-pV(Q+d)Z-DK calculations.99
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Scalar relativistic corrections universally reduce the atomization energies, and their
importance generally grows with the number of bonds in the system. For example, for the CHn series
they reduce the TAEs by: 0.04 (CH), 0.15 (CH2, 3B1), 0.17 (CH3), and 0.19 (CH4) kcal mol–1.8 A similar
trend is observed for the C2Hn series, i.e., the TAEs are reduced by: 0.28 (C2H2), 0.33 (C2H4), and 0.39
(C2H6) kcal mol–1. As can be seen scalar relativistic corrections can exceed 1 kJ mol–1 even for very
simple organic molecules. Table S3 (Supporting Information) gives an overview of these corrections
for a wide range of 110 organic molecules with up to 20 non-hydrogen atoms. The set of amino acids
provides a nice illustration of the magnitude that scalar relativistic corrections can reach for
medium-sized organic molecules; namely they range from 1.06 (glycine) to 2.61 (arginine) kcal mol–
1 21
. We also note that for larger systems, such as dodecahedrane, scalar relativistic corrections can
exceed the 3 kcal mol–1 mark.74
The interactions between the magnetic moment arising from the electron spin and the
magnetic field associated with the orbital motion of the electron result in spin-orbit (SO) splitting of
the energy levels, and lowering of the ground state energy. For molecules containing first- and
second-row elements only first-order SO corrections have to be considered, these corrections are
nonzero for radicals in a degenerate ground state.32,29 Atomic and molecular SO corrections can
make nontrivial contributions to the molecular binding energies. Table S3 (Supporting Information)
gives an overview of these corrections for a wide range of organic molecules. Again, we consider the
amino acids in order to get a feeling of the magnitude of these contributions to the TAEs; SO
corrections reduce the TAEs by amounts ranging from 0.62 (glycine) to 1.43 (methionine) kcal mol–
1 21

.

Finally, we note in passing that a number of composite procedures (mostly CCSD(T)/TZ and
CCSD(T)/CBS-type methods) have been developed for treating heavy main-group, transition-metal,
and/or f-block systems.4,9,25,41 Prominent examples include the G4,100,101 Wn (n = 1, 2),102,103
ccCA,104,105 and FPD11,106,107,108,109,110 approaches. Extension of the applicability of post-CCSD(T)
theories capable of kJ mol–1 accuracies to elements of the third-row and beyond may involve tasks
such as: (i) development of more general basis set extrapolation schemes (within various
pseudopotential approximations) for the core electrons, (ii) more rigorous treatment of relativistic
contributions (e.g., using the third-order DKH approximation) and including second-order spin-orbit
coupling effects, (iii) appropriate partitioning of core-core and core-valence contributions, (iv)
consideration of Lamb shift contributions, and (v) for highly multireference transition-metal systems,
DFT and even CCSD(T) may no longer be adequate for geometry optimizations.
Deviations from the Born–Oppenheimer approximation can be estimated by computing the
so-called diagonal Born–Oppenheimer correction (DBOC). For the 110 organic molecules in Table S3
the DBOC contribution to the TAE can reach up to 0.42 kcal mol–1 (dodecahedrane). In the
contemporary variants of the Wn and Wn-F12 methods32 (n = 1–3) the DBOC contribution is
calculated at the HF/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. However, it should be pointed out that for systems
with many hydrogens, correlation contributions to the DBOC will reduce the HF DBOC contribution
by up to ︎50%.21,28,31,74,111,112,113 For example, correlation contributions calculated at the CCSD/cc-pVDZ
level reduce the DBOC by 0.09 (propene),112 0.11 (propane),112 0.10 (glycine),21 0.18 (valine),21 0.22
(octahedrane),74 and 0.36 (dodecahedrane) kcal mol–1.74 In the HEAT31 and W4.428 methods a
correlation correction to the DBOC is calculated at the CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory.
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Zero-point vibrational energies
The ZPVE is required whenever one wants to convert a ‘bottom of the well’ total atomization
energy (TAEe) to a total atomization energy at 0 K (TAE0). In terms of absolute energies, the ZPVE
contribution can get quite hefty even for simple organic systems. In particular, it increases with the
size of the system and the number of hydrogens in the system, and usually approaches the 100 kcal
mol–1 regime for systems containing ~10 hydrogen atoms. For example, the ZPVE contribution for
the first members of the n-alkane series is: 27.74 (CH4), 46.39 (C2H6), 64.20 (C3H8), 81.26 (C4H10), and
98.88 (C5H12) kcal mol–1.112 For larger organic molecules the ZPVE can reach well over 100 kcal mol–1;
for example, it is 138.18 (arginine)21 and 222.97 (dodecahedrane)74 kcal mol–1. It has been pointed
out that while ab initio methods have been refined to the point where they can determine accurate
electronic energies for medium-sized organic systems, it becomes increasingly hard to converge the
ZPVE to the same level of accuracy (particularly for systems containing many hydrogens).21,111,112,114
For example, for systems in which the ZPVE contribution amounts to ~100 kcal mol–1 (e.g.,
pentane112 and histidine),21 even a 1% error due to neglect of explicit anharmonicity can translate
into a ~1 kcal mol–1 error in the final ZPVE.
Obtaining ZPVEs with sub-kJ mol–1 or even sub-kcal mol–1 accuracies, in particular for
molecules containing many hydrogens, requires consideration of vibrational anharmonicity effects.
In brief, there are a number of ways in which the anharmonic ZPVE can be obtained:
Ø The combination of accurate theoretical harmonic frequencies (e.g., CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ) with
cubic and quartic anharmonic corrections (e.g., at the MP2 or CCSD(T) levels) can yield
anharmonic ZPVEs with sub-kJ mol–1 accuracies. Such approaches are used in the HEAT and
in W4-type methods,29,30,31,32,111,112 however they become prohibitive for molecules
containing more than a handful of non-hydrogen atoms. Notably, in the HEAT methods both
the harmonic and anharmonic force fields are calculated at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ level of
theory.29
Ø In cases where experimental fundamentals are available, a fairly good estimate can be
obtained by taking a simple or weighted average of the harmonic ZPVE and the ZPVE
determined from the experimental fundamentals,115 since the former tends to overestimate
the anharmonic ZPVE and the latter tends to underestimate it.16,116
Ø A fairly straightforward way to obtain the anharmonic ZPVE is to scale CCSD(T) or even DFT
harmonic frequencies by a single empirical scaling factor. This simplistic method turns out to
yield useful estimates of anharmonic ZPVEs. The purpose of scaling is twofold: (i) to correct
for vibrational anharmonicity; and (ii) to correct for imperfections of the theoretical model.
Many studies have derived such scaling factors for various levels of theory by a least-squares
fit to benchmark ZPVEs obtained from experiment or high level quartic force field
calculations.116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,125 It has been recently shown that scaling of CCSD(T)
or double-hybrid DFT harmonic frequencies can yield anharmonic ZPVEs with accuracies
approaching those obtained from quartic force fields.125 On the other hand, scaling harmonic
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ZPVEs obtained from DFT calculations is a cost-effective way for obtaining anharmonic
ZPVEs, consequently this approach is used in most of the CCSD(T)/CBS (e.g., W1-F12, W2F12, ccCA, and W1X-n) and the computationally economical CCSDT(Q)/CBS (e.g., W3-F12 and
W3.2lite) composite methods. Finally, we note that the scaling factor between the harmonic
and anharmonic ZPVEs is not the same as the scaling factor between the harmonic and
fundamental frequencies, and that simple scaling seems to work much better for
anharmonic ZPVEs rather than fundamentals.125
Conclusion
This review focuses on fixed-recipe composite ab initio methods in the context of accurate
thermochemistry for organic molecules. Generally speaking, these methods can be classified
according to the points on the Pople diagram (Figure 1) they are attempting to approximate:
Ø

FCI/CBS

Ø

CCSDT(Q)/CBS

Ø

CCSD(T)/CBS

Ø

CCSD(T)/TZ

We highlighted the rationale behind the design of these methods, their applicability and the
accuracies they can achieve. FCI/CBS composite methods can achieve 95% confident intervals below
(or even well below) 1 kJ mol–1. CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite methods attain 95% CIs on the order of ~1
kJ mol–1, however some caution is needed when applying them to pathologically multireference
systems (e.g., O3 and Cn) and/or second-row systems (e.g., S4 and SO3). CCSD(T)/CBS methods
generally attain 95% CIs on the order of ~1 kcal mol–1 for systems that are characterized by mild-tomoderate nondynamical correlation effects. We have shown that the a priori %TAE[(T)] diagnostic is
a reliable diagnostic for the importance of post-CCSD(T) contributions. We make the following
general recommendations:
Ø If benchmark accuracy is desired (i.e., 95% CI ≤ 1 kJ mol –1):
o In case the %TAE[(T)] diagnostics ≥ 10% use FCI/CBS composite methods (e.g., W4,
W4.x, HEAT-456QP, and HEAT-345QP).
o In case the %TAE[(T)] diagnostics ≤ 10% one can alternatively use the CCSDT(Q)/CBS
composite methods in the following order of preference: HEAT-456(Q) ~ W4lite >
HEAT-345(Q) ~ W3.2 > W3.2lite ~ W3-F12 ~ W3X-L > W3X
Ø If chemical accuracy is desires (i.e., 95% CI ≤ 1 kcal mol –1):
o In case the %TAE[(T)] diagnostics ≥ 5% use the CCSDT(Q)/CBS composite methods in
the abovementioned order of preference
o In case %TAE[(T)] diagnostics ≤ 5% one can use one of the CCSD(T)/CBS composite
methods
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Figures

Figure 1. A modified Pople diagram illustrating the electronic energies that CCSD(T) and post-CCSD(T)
composite ab initio methods attempt to approximate, and examples of species to which these methods have
been applied (examples of popular composite methods are given in parenthesis).
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Figure 2. Plots of the %TAE[(T)] diagnostic and the magnitude of the (a) T4 + T5 and (b) post-CCSD(T)
contributions to the total atomization energies for the 140 species in the W4-11 database.
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Tables
Table 1 | Overview of the characteristics of fixed-recipe CCSD(T) and post-CCSD(T) composite ab
initio methods
Type

Some
examplesa

Post-CCSD(T) methods
FCI/CBS
CCSDT(Q)/CBS
W4,32 W4.2,32
W4.3, 32 W4.4,28
HEAT-345QP,30
HEAT-456QP31

W3-F12,55 W3.2lite,54
W4lite,32 HEAT345(Q),30 HEAT456(Q),31 W3X,56
W3X-L57

CCSD(T) methods
CCSD(T)/CBS
CCSD(T)/TZ
W1,72 W2,72 W1-F12,55
W2-F12,55 ccCA,80 ccCAF12,83 W1X-1,84 W1X-2,84
W2X,57 CCSD(T)+F12+INT61

G4,66 G4(MP2),67
G4(MP2)-6X,68
CBS-APNO,69
CBS-QB370

Accuracy for
< 1 kJ mol–1
~1 kJ mol–1
~1 kcal mol–1
> 1 kcal mol–1
TAEsb
Applicabilityc
CF4,8 CH3COOH8
SF6–,51 C6H14,52 C6H653,54
C20H2074
C6071
d
e
f
Multireference
Yes
Yes
No
Nof
Empirical
No
Nog
Nog
Yes
parameters
a
This is not an exhaustive list of all the fixed-recipe composite procedures that have been developed in recent
years, any omissions are by no means intentional. b95% confidence intervals for total atomization reactions
(see also Table 2 and text). cRelatively large systems for which these methods have been recently applied to.
d
Applicability to multireference systems. eSome caution is needed for pathologically multireference systems
(e.g., O3 and Cn clusters) and/or second-row systems (e.g., S4 and SO3), see text. fFor systems with %TAE[(T)]
diagnostics larger than ~5% the post-CCSD(T) methods are recommended, see text. gSome of these methods
employ empirically-motivated scaling factors derived from high-level theoretical calculations.

Table 2 | Overview of the error statistics of post-CCSD(T) composite ab initio methods relative to
experimental total atomization energies from the Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT)
thermochemical network (kcal mol–1)
Method
Test set MSDa MADb RMSDc 95% CI (2σ)d
Max Deviationse
f
g
W4.x
I
–0.019 0.039 0.060
0.120
–0.140 (O3), +0.110 (C2H4)
W4
Ig
–0.012 0.065 0.085
0.170
–0.230 (O3), +0.190 (HONO)
W4
IIh
0.003 0.056 0.072
0.144
–0.130 (H2O2), +0.137 (C2H)
h
HEAT-456QP
II
–0.057 0.082 0.100
0.200
–0.208 (C2H2), +0.072 (OH)
HEAT-345QP
IIh
0.002 0.062 0.068
0.135
–0.093 (H2O2), +0.105 (OH)
CCSDT(Q)/CBS
W4lite
Ig
–0.031 0.093 0.125
0.250
–0.330 (Cl2), +0.230 (HONO)
W4lite
IIh
–0.017 0.071 0.090
0.180
–0.220 (O2), +0.120 (HF)
W3.2
Ig
–0.077 0.143 0.192
0.383
–0.620 (O3), +0.160 (C2H6)
W3.2
IIh
–0.054 0.112 0.149
0.297
–0.380 (O2), +0.160 (H2O)
W3-F12
Ig
–0.073 0.150 0.181
0.362
–0.339 (C2H2), +0.368 (HONO)
W3-F12
IIh
–0.084 0.122 0.168
0.337
–0.339 (C2H2), +0.286 (CO2)
HEAT-456(Q)
IIh
–0.023 0.079 0.101
0.202
–0.208 (C2H2), +0.127 (HO2)
HEAT-345(Q)
IIh
0.036 0.070 0.083
0.166
–0.065 (CH2), +0.153 (CO2)
a
b
Mean-signed deviation. Mean-absolute deviation. cRoot-mean-square deviation. dThe 95% (2σ) confidence
intervals are taken as twice the RMSD. eMaximum negative and positive deviations (theory–experiment). fFor a
subset of 29 molecules for which TAEs from W4.2 theory (or higher) are available (see also footnote g and
text). gThis set comprises of 35 first- and second-row ATcT atomization energies associated with error bars ≤
0.05 kcal mol–1, including pathologically multireference systems such as O3 (see ref. 8 and text). hThis set
comprises of 18 first-row ATcT TAEs associated with error bars ≤ 0.06 kcal mol–1 (see ref. 31 and text).
Type
FCI/CBS
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